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HOW TO MAKE MONEY IN THE MARIJUANA STOCK MARKET
ISSUE #4: SUB SECTORS: HUGE UPSIDE PAZOO PRICE MOVE
We

have interrupted our Issues to include Pazoo common shares.

Events
Our

275 company Cohen Grassroots Marijuana Index is now down 15% for the year of 2015.

Making
It

happen quickly in the stock market. We have reacted to Pazoo common.

money in this stock market is difficult at best.

is not impossible. When a rare opportunity presents itself, we will react to it as we have with Pazoo.

We

identified Pazoo as the most undervalued stock in the marijuana stock market. At $0.0071 cents of from $0.04
cents recently, we let notified our subscribers why convert selling had crushed Pazoo common shares.

At

$0.0042 cents in my view, Pazoo common was an absolute give away.

Ours

was a excellent call. The stock hit $0.0075 cents today just a few days after its move from $0.0042 cents. It
actually touched $0.0040 cents.

There

are very few doubles in this stock market. We are close to a double in just a few days. At this time our initiate
coverage IR research report projected an $0.14 target price.

With

a recent $0.04 cent price, Pazoo’s upside is outstanding. It will take a near term time period for all or most of the
convert shareholders to convert and sell their shares into the market.

At

such time it looks to me like Pazoo common can return to its fair value of $0.03 or $0.04 cents a share. It is not a
sub penny stock in my viewpoint. That would be a huge percentage move upwards.

